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yuba - Mundo
unique cargo capacity and superior handling

yuba introduces the Mundo Utility Bicycle a new category of bicycle, offering
an innovative design, unseen cargo capacity, practicability and affordable mobility.
The Mundo is one of the first bikes that can easily carry two or three passengers,
boxes of produce to the market, water jugs, gas bottles, lumber, sport equipment;
this on uneven terrain, singletrack trails or paved city streets... A bike that can
be used everyday, to take the kids to school, to go shopping, to commute, to get
to work, to use for your business needs. Ride the Mundo to carry groceries, bags,
tools, sport equipment, kids.
The Mundo will take you and your things emission free wherever like.
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Technical information
Features
Solid cargo platform for easy loading of items normally difficult to haul by bicycle
Can accommodate easily and safely one, two, or three passengers
Low stance frame for women, children, and small riders
Modern and strong parts: heavy duty wheels, gears, MTB tires, V-brakes
Can carry up to 1.05 m3 or 200 kilos
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more images: yubaride.com/utility-bicycles-images.html

Benefits
It can be used to go to stores without worrying about how much can be carried
It can be ridden to carry tools or sport equipment without having to use a car
Families can access communication hubs, shops and other commodities without
relying on expensive motorized transportation
The financial cost of the Mundo is reasonnable, offering mobility at a reduced cost
It contributes to clean mobility for millions of people worldwide, leading to the
conservation of ressources and protection of the environment

Specifications
Frame tubing:
Crankset:
Chainring:
Chain:
Freewheel:
R/D:
Shifters:
Brakes:
Rear wheel:
Tires:
Color:

Steel
FC 170/38
38
UG51-116 links
Sprocket 6G 14-28T
6 speed
Revo-Shift MRX
Forged alloy
48 spokes 2.34mm
Kenda 2.30
Red or Blue
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complete specs:yubaride.com/mundospecs.pdf
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Bicycle sizes: One size fits all | Wheels: 26 inches
Length: 2.10 m (6.9ft) | Weight: 27 kilos (59lbs) | Width: 25 to 85 cm (10*33in)
Cargo capacity: volume 105*45*40cm (41x18x16in) | weight: 200kg (440lbs)
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